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SUNPAN has announced the appointment of Matthew Baker as the

Operations and Warehouse Manager for its new 200,000 square foot

facility in Baytown, Texas. Baker brings over twenty years of

management experience from his tenure with leading American

companies to SUNPAN, with the aim of enhancing the company's

expansion in the United States.

Sundeep Bagga, President and CEO of SUNPAN, expressed confidence

in the new appointment, "We are thrilled to welcome Matt to SUNPAN.

His positive attitude, dedication, and strong skillset will be monumental

in better serving our customers across the United States."

Baker's immediate responsibilities will include managing daily

operations at the Houston facility to ensure the efficient and smooth

fulfillment of U.S. orders. The facility's launch is scheduled for the

coming weeks.

Carl Lovett, SUNPAN s̓ Vice President of Sales, commented on the

strategic advantages of the new facility, "Matt s̓ involvement in this

new operation will change the way we do business tremendously.

Having a warehouse local to many of our customers will transform how

they shop and engage with SUNPAN."

The Houston warehouse is part of SUNPAN's ongoing growth strategy

in the United States, aiming to improve customer service with more in-
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stock inventory, faster shipping, and local pickup options for American

customers.

Further details about the Houston expansion will be released later in

the year.

About SUNPAN

SUNPAN is a global furniture company specializing in transitional and

contemporary furnishings. We are committed to understanding fashion

and design in order to offer a diverse selection of high-end looks at

affordable prices. Our products are thoughtfully designed and crafted

with renowned international designers to create modern and

transitional styles for interior and exterior spaces. We are a trade-only

business and sell exclusively to furniture retailers, interior design firms,

and other members of the design trade. As a rapidly growing company

that deeply values its employees, SUNPAN has been formally

recognized by Great Place To Work® Canada. For more information,

visit www.sunpan.com.
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